The uniform dispersion of nanometer particles is not only the precondition, basement and guarantee of giving play to nanomaterials specificity but also a difficult problem to solve. This article has disperse SiO 2 in adhesives by means of multi solvent mechanical chemical compound method, and the result of my experiments indicated that the application of mechanical force, dispersed mediums and surfactants is reasonable and that the technology of dispersing is practical, which provide support for the application and development of modified adhesives.
INTRODUCTION
Nanomaterials have those characteristics, such as surface effect, small size, quantum size effect, macroscopic quantum tunnel effect and so on [1] . And those characteristics and their derivative functions have given nanomaterials a broad application prospect. Besides, the uniform dispersion of nanometre particles is the precondition, basement and guarantee of giving play to nanomaterials' specificity [2] . So, the technology of dispersing nanomaterials is the core in study of the application of nanomaterials, the key to nanotechnology functioning as well. This article has made the plan of dispersion and found out the method to disperse nanometre particles in epoxy resin by analyzing and studying this question in the following three aspects-mechanical force, dispersed medium and surfactants, which affect the results of nanometre particles' dispersion in adhesives.
THE PLAN OF DISPERSING NANOMETER SiO 2
According to the plan, we are going to change united secondary or multiple particles into primary particles which are in the excited state and has high activity by means of mechanical force. Then, we will cover the surface of nanometre particles with the surfactants by coupling and milling, modifying those nanometre particles into primary particles. To unite levelly nanometre particles with epoxy resin molecules, we should dissolve epoxy resin in the liquid medium, which must be able to dissolve with the dispersed mediums of nanometre particles [3] . The specific design includes: the application of mechanical force, the application of dispersed mediums and the application of surfactants.
The Application Of Mechanical Force
Mechanical force is a rather common way to disperse nanometre particles, which makes disparate atoms or molecule collide with each other and make the powder emerge plastic deformation, with vacancy, dislocation, and crystal medium and the gradient of the constituents' potency produced. Through long-time cutting, vibration and grinding, those materials agglomerating powder will thinning, and nanometre powder will transport fast and disperse further, all of which provide a suitable condition for form a new precipitation.
Mechanical dispersion includes ball milling, ultrasonic wave, high speed shearing etc., and we adopt the ultrasonic in the paper.
The ultrasonic wave method is important one among those methods. In the process of ultrasonic waves spreading in the mediums, there is a switching cycle between positive pressure and negative pressure-with positive pressure in charge, ultrasonic waves lash mediums' molecules, increasing their density, while under negative pressure, it will thins mediums, deceasing their density. The average distance among mediums' molecules under negative pressure are longer than that of those molecules at the fine edge which keep liquid mediums from changing by the action of strong enough ultrasonic waves on liquid mediums. At that time, liquid mediums will break into extremely tiny bubbles, and those bubbles will get larger to be cavitated ones, which can dissolve in the liquid medium once again or go up then disappear, on the other hand, they continue getting larger up to their maximum with the sound field changing. However, during the following compressing, those cavitated bubbles become smaller even disappear after being compressed. And they will become unstable beyond the resonance, because the pressure inside can't support themselves, which means they're going to shrivel, highly-speedy microjet created. The microjet lashes solid with extreme power, which will disperse united nanometre particles again. Besides, cavitation can improve the process of mass transferring.
The Application of Mediums
There are two steps to disperse nanometer particles in adhesives: one is to make nanometer slurry; the other is to accomplish dispersing nanometre particles in adhesives. So, we adopt the two dispersed mediums-absolute alcohol-based component solvent A and acetone-based component solvent B.
The Application of Surfactant
Considering the characteristics of the surface of nanometre SiO 2 and its functions [4] , I chose OTAB, KH-550, KH-560, KH-570 to do experiments and analyze the results.
THE EFFECTS THAT SURFACTANTS HAS ON ADHESIVES' CAPABILITIES
To put certain quantities of KH-550, KH-560, KH-57 and OTAB into solvent A successively, and then we tested the tensile and cutting strength of adhesives after put the mixture dispersed by means of physicochemical methods, and we got the results as TABLE I.
According to TABLE 1 we can find that the tensile strength of nanoadhesive is 21.2MPa without surfactants while it increased obviously after several kinds of surfactants were put in, and we reorder the four surfactants by their effect on adhesive: OTAB>KH-550>KH-560>KH-570. 
THE EFFECTS THAT SURFACTANTS ADDITION HAS ON SURFACTANTS HAS ON ADHESIVES' CAPABILITIES
I chose OTAB, and changed its mass percent in dispersed mediums. Then, I did experiment on how adhesives' cutting strength with the concentration of surfactants.
According TABLE II, we can find that with the surfactants' concentration being 0.4%, the tensile and cutting strength of nanoadhesives have increased considerably after surfactants were put in it reached up to its maximum, 31.7MPa, which was 49.5% more than without surfactants. However, they will decrease placidly with the concentration of surfactants increasing.
THE TECHNOLOGY OF DISPERSING NANOMETRE SiO PARTICLES IN ADHESIVES
Taking nanomaterials' and epoxy resin's properties of matter and the effects mechanical force, surfactants and dispersed mediums have on the results of dispersion into account, I adopted multi solvent mechanical chemical compound method to do experiment on how nanometre particles disperse in epoxy resin adhesive.
There are two steps: first, to make nanometre liquid; then to accomplish dispersing nanometre particles in adhesive.
Making Highly-dispersed SiO2 Liquid Stuff
（1）To place SiO 2 in an oven at around 100℃, having it dried and dehydrated for 2 hours; （2）To put certain quantities of OTAB into solvent A, and stir them fully into liquor;
（3）To put the stuff made in step1 into the liquor made in step 2,then do with the mixture with ultrasonic waves for 5~10 mins and disperse it with ultrasonic waves for 30~45mins, thus, SiO 2 liquid that suspended steadily and dispersed highly can be created.
Dispersing SiO2 Particles in Epoxy Resin Adhesive
(1) To put certain quantities of mixed epoxy resin （E-51/E-44=1/1）into solvent B, stir or use ultrasonic waves on it, making it swell to the most; (2) To mix the liquid the above liquid with SiO 2 liquid, and stir the mixture fully, then disperse it by means of ultrasonic waves for 10~15mins; (3) To place the mixture in an oven to volatilize the solvent by turning up the temperate until 130℃, stop for 80 mins; in this way, adhesive A's constituents are created; (4) To put other constituents of adhesive in turns, then epoxy resin adhesive modified by SiO 2 is made.
The Analysis of the Result
After being dispersed through the above technologies, SiO 2 particles are tested through TEM. The result is the following:
From Figure 1 a) , we can know that almost SiO 2 particles in the shape of ball disperse uniformly in the single state in adhesive after being dispersed by means of multi solvent mechanical chemical compound method, which fills the bill. 
